
Sunday morning in Cape Town and yesterday we had 3 hours of rain that needed to be seen to be 

believed.  Thankfully I’m back in the UK on Saturday and can settle down to some gentle English rain 

which blows over after a short shower. 

 

After a quiet period in my diary I now have a hectic period.  Off to the UK and then off to San Diego for 

the SDI conference with a side trip to Chicago.  I’ve been shortlisted for a contract and they’d like to talk 

with me and it just remarkably coincides with my being in the US.  All this finishes with a short break in 

Las Vegas and then back to the UK, a training course in The Hague and back to Cape Town.   

 

Thanks to the people who responded to my mid week newsletter.  I got some good feedback that 

Screencast was blocked on many corporate servers so I’ll be moving it all to my own site at 

www.negotiationupdate.com just as soon as the computer people can get the work done.  Should take a 

couple of weeks and then we’ll go again.  If you can view the vid I sent and read the notes I would 

appreciate a few comments.  Spend a few moments, if you’d be kind enough, and I’ll ship you a few 

negotiation tips by way of thanks. 

 

Lastly we have an SDI Facilitator training course this week for some new members of the network. 

 

Enjoy your week with three tips as usual... 
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Value creating reading for business professionals 

September 27th 2009 

This week we used, read, visited, played with... 

I decided to upgrade my monitor.  I’ve got a very nice imac but it won’t take a second screen (courtesy of 

Parallels) where my macbook has Fusion which will allow a second screen so I splashed out on a 

Samsung T260 which is very nice and not at all bad value.  Please don’t tell my wife about it or I’ll get 

nagged. 

I’ve been reading a book by Tommy Angelo who is a famous poker coach.  His work is groundbreaking 

in poker in so much as he’s not coaching skills but coaching the person.  This will resonate well with all 

the professional coaches who I know read this newsletter.  It’s a nice balance between who you are and 

what you do. 

I think I’ve found a new person to help me improve my poker.  He’s the ripe old age of 19 and lives in 

Melbourne but if you’re good enough you’re old enough.  I’ll tell you how it works out. 

(09-24) 13:19 PDT Biddeford, Maine (AP) -- 
Two co-workers who discovered this summer that they are long-lost brothers and who reunited this week with their two 
half sisters have a new surprise — a half brother has surfaced. 
George Pomeroy of Biddeford, Maine, told WCSH-TV on Thursday that he shares a father with Randy Joubert and Gary 
Nisbet. He said the men lived with his family as youngsters before they were taken by the state and adopted by different 
families about 35 years ago. 
Joubert told The Associated Press that Pomeroy presented documents that prove their relationship. He said Pomeroy 
was the last sibling on his "search list," so any others who might come forward would be more closely scrutinized. 
Nisbet spent seven years as a furniture mover for a local bedding retailer when he was joined by new colleague 
Joubert, who looked so much like him that customers asked whether they were brothers. After checking their original 
birth certificates, they realized they were. 
After the men's story was publicized, half-sister Joanne Campbell showed up. While appearing with her brothers on the 
"Today" show on Tuesday, Campbell said a long-lost sister was still unaccounted for. Kathleen Cooper called NBC after 
watching the show from her home in Sarasota, Fla., and appeared on the show Wednesday for a surprise reunion with 
her siblings. 
The co-worker brothers share a mother with the women; the sisters aren't related to Pomeroy. 
The siblings have plans to get together soon and will likely share a Thanksgiving meal, Joubert said. 
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Looking in the mirror 
 

I’ve often found it fascinating to observe the behaviour of other Red people and think about how I 
might come across to the people that I interact with. 
 
It’s sometimes quite a moment of truth when you’re horrified by somebody else’s reaction or 
behaviour and then you think that you must cause just the same reaction on others when you 
behave similarly. 
 
So I’ll say a big vote of thanks to the several Red people I know for helping me be a better 
Red...that is...helping me be myself but just a smarter version. 
 
SDI isn’t about life changing Damascus experiences.  What we want to do is help you understand 
yourself better and become a smarter version of who you really are. 
 
If you can be self fulfilled and at the same time create a similar feeling in those around you then 
you’re doing it the right way. 
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Energy and enthusiam 
 
I’m looking for someone to help me improve my poker and so I posted a note on the most widely 
read poker website to see if there was someone in Cape Town who could offer this service. 
 
Sadly I got a zero response...but I did get a response from a “young lad” in Melbourne who is the 
ripe old age of 19 but is certain...ah, the certainty of youth!...that he can help me play better. 
 
Now...I wanted a face to face coach and I’m not sure that I wanted one as young as this but...and 
this is the learning point this week...Daniel had the energy and enthusiasm to send me a note and 
offer his services. 
 
In response I’m going to give him a chance to prove himself and we’ll have a few preliminary 
sessions and see how it goes.  I think he’s undercharging me for the service...but that’s 
something he’ll learn as he grows up and I might offer him some coaching about how better to 
price up his services.  I can see synergy here! 
 
I’ve always taught people that selling is about energy and commitment.  The early bird gets the 
worm...that’s selling...and we all know that the second mouse gets the cheese...that’s 
negotiation... but that’s another tip on another day. 
 
Go out and sell. 
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My new monitor (don’t tell my wife) 
 

When I bought my new computer monitor this week I did a bit of comparison shopping and found 
that I could buy it a few Rand cheaper on the internet. 
 
So I went down to my local Incredible Connections and paid more for it there. 
 
But silly I am not.   
 
The “young lad” who sold me the screen told me that it had  a 3 year warranty.  I explained to him 
that if it didn’t work when I got it home then I’d be back within 3 hours and would want to speak 
with him personally about a replacement.  He wasn’t sure if I was joking or not. 
 
I could have saved some price money by buying it on the internet from a company I don’t know 
but imagine what would have happened if it arrived Dead On Arrival.  Sending it back to an 
internet site is bad news....but, by way of aside, that’s why Amazon do so well...and I really 
wouldn’t want all that grief. 
 
For me the warranty value and the convenience value and the reassurance value outweigh the 
price value for this particular item.  It wouldn’t apply to a more commodity item so it’s not a 
universal truth. 
 
A constant theme from these tips is that we take our value from where we can find it...and price is 
not the only source of value...as I hope you are now all aware. 
 
N.B.  Please don’t tell my wife about this monitor.  She’ll nag me. 
 


